Hand Gesture Recognition for Sign Language Recognition: A Review
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Abstract—For deaf and dumb people, Sign language is the only way of communication. With the help of sign language, these physically impaired people express their emotions and thoughts to other person. Since for the common person, it is difficult to understand these language therefore often these physically challenged has to keep the translator along with them to communicate with the world. Hence sign language recognition has become empirical task. Since sign language consist of various movement and gesture of hand therefore the accuracy of sign language depends on the accurate recognition of hand gesture. This paper presents various methods of hand gesture and sign language recognition proposed in the past by various researchers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sign language is one of the effective communication tools for the people who are not able to speak or hear anything. It is also useful for the person who are able to speak but not able to hear or vice versa. Sign language is boon for the deaf and dumb people. Sign language is the combination of different gesture, shape and movement of hand, body and facial expression. Deaf people use these different gestures to represent their thoughts [1]. Each gesture or movement of hand, facial expression and body movement has special assigned meaning[2]. In different parts of the world, different sign languages are used. Sign language of any particular place depends upon the spoken language and culture of that particular place [1]. For example in USA, American sign language (ASL) is used while in England, British sign language is used (BSL). Similarly Japanese sign language (JSL), French sign language (FSL) and Indian sign language (ISL). Work on Indian sign language has just started after ISL got standardized[3]. This paper presents an extensive review on hand gesture recognition used in sign language recognition which is the heart of sign language recognition.

Aim of developing hand gesture recognition system is to establish an interaction between human and computer and hence recognize the hand gesture automatically which can be used later on for controlling robots or for recognizing the sign language[4][5]. Human –computer interaction (HCI) which is also known as Man-Machine interaction (MMI) is basically represent the relation between human and computer[6][7]. Hand gesture is used for communicating between human and machine as well as between two different people with the help of sign language [8]. Hand gesture may be of static type or dynamic type. In static type of hand gesture, certain position and posture is used for communication purpose. Static type of hand gesture has less computational complexity [9]. In dynamic type of hand gesture, sequence of posture is used for communication. Since it is dynamic in nature therefore it requires more computational complexity [10]. Dynamic hand gesture is more suitable for real time
application [9][10]. Some of the information is necessary to recognize the hand gesture [11][12]. Some recent review work threw some light on the application of hand gesture recognition in our life [13]. Robot control, Gaming surveillance and sign language recognition are some of the common application of hand gesture recognition[12][14]. The purpose of this paper is to present some review work in the field of hand gesture recognition in the perspective of sign language recognition.

II. HAND GESTURE TECHNOLOGY

Gesture of human body part is one of the important tool for representing the expression and it is considered as one of the natural way to establish a communication between human and computer in virtual environment[15],[16] as well as the between human.

Different kind of algorithm is used to capture the gesture and posture of the hand. Vision based approach, Glove based approach and color marker based approach are some of the common techniques used for this very purpose. Figure 1,2 and figure 3 depicts these techniques.

![Figure 1 Glove based Hand Gesture Recognition](image1)

![Figure 2 Vision Based Hand Gesture Recognition](image2)

![Figure 3 Color Marker Based hand Gesture Recognition](image3)

A. Vision Based approach

Vision based approach require camera for capturing the hand gesture or body part gesture this gesture in the form of video or images is then given to the computer for recognition purpose[15]. This approach is most suitable for real time application[3]. Though this approach look simple but actually this approach has many challenges like background problems, variation in lighting condition, color of skin etc. Recognition Time, Computational complexity, robustness are some of the constraint poses by the system. Block diagram of vision based approach used for hand gesture recognition is shown in figure4.

In vision based techniques, bare hand is used to extract the the information required for recognition. The advantage of this method is that it is simple, natural and it directly interact the user with the computer. This technique uses some of the characteristics of images like color, texture for analysing the gesture of hand or other body parts. Many image processing techniques are used for extracting, segmenting or detecting the hand object from the image. These image processing operation can be divided into two different parts[15].
i. Approach based on appearance
In this approach, visual appearance of hand image is modelled with the help of extracted feature of the hand image. These feature are then compared with the feature of the hand image stored in database. This approach is good for real time application\[16\] and also it is less complex approach then the 3-D model approach. This is due to the facts that the feature extraction from the 2-d image is easier than the feature extraction from 3-D image. One of the common techniques used in this approach is to detect and segment out the skin color region from the image. This method is affected by the variation in lighting condition, background object with skin like colour. At present a lot of research work is being done to overcome this problems. Adaboost learning algorithm and uses of invariants feature are now being used for extracting out correctly the hand region from the image. This also eliminates the problem of partial occlusion.

ii. Approach Based on 3-D Model
In this approach 3 d model descriptor is used for modelling and analysis of hand shape. In this approach, 2D projection from 3D model of the hand is made which is used to get kinematic parameters of the hand images. One of the disadvantage of this method is that this approach lead to the loss of some hand features. 3D model can be grouped into two category i.e. Volumetric Model and skeletal model. Volumetric model require huge dimensional parameters while in skeletal model, limited set of parameters are used. Figure 3 represent the 3d Model approach.

![Figure 3 3-D model Based Approach for Hand Gesture](image)

Vision based hand gesture recognition require a video camera to acquire the video of hand movements. This input video is then converted in to a frame. Set of predefined features are extracted from each of these frames. Image pre-processing operation is then applied on these frame to make it suitable for segmenting out the hand gesture from the whole frame. Necessary features are extracted from the segmented hand region and stored in the database for training. Extracted features are different for different gesture. Once the feature database is created for all the possible gesture. Then an input video is given to the hand gesture recognition system which convert the video into frames and extract out all the possible feature from the frames. These features are then compared and with the already stored features in the database to interpret the hand gesture.

B. Approach based on Instrumented Glove
In this approach, a glove with attached sensor are worn on the hand. The sensor attached with glove capture the hand movement and position\[15\]. In this method hand detection is
not required[3]. One of the advantage of this method that it provides accurate position, orientation of the hand, fingers of the palm. The disadvantage of this method that it require the user to connected with the computer physically which make it very uncomfortable technique. This method is also expensive due to the use of sensory gloves.

C. approach based on colored marker.
In this approach, a colored marker hand gloves are worn in the hand. The color of the glove are used to track the movement, position and motion of the hand. This is useful to extract out the geometric feature which is necessary to form hand shape. In color glove, different colors are used to represent different region of the hand such as fingers, palm etc. Advantage of this approach is that it is simple and less expensive as compared to the instrumented glove. Its limitation is that it is also not a natural method of computer human interaction.

III. RELATED WORK

Rajam, P. Subha and Dr G Balakrishnan in their paper[2] presented an algorithm for recognizing the Indian sign language. In their method they have used total 32 signs which represent binary ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ position of all five fingers. They developed a 32 combination of binary numbers considering right palm image. In their system, first of all the video is captured depicting particular sign language. This video is then converted in to frames or still images. Then these images are scanned to check the finger tip position of all five fingers. The height of the fingers is measured by taking the bottom of the wrist as a reference position. In order to find the finger coordinate or position, edge detection algorithm is applied to get the edge image of the palm. Upper most point of the edge image is considered as the ‘UP’ position and this edge image is also used to locate the reference point.

Following points are determined in scanning process of the edge image.

i. Marking of feature points.
ii. Determining the finger height under ‘UP’ position.
iii. Determining the angle between the line joining the feature points of ‘UP’ finger and horizontal line passing through the reference point.

In this method, feature points are computed using left-right scan or Right-Left-Scan mode. All the feature points located by left-right scan mode is marked as ‘Green color’ while the feature points marked by the right-left scan mode is marked as the ‘BLUE color’. Reference points are marked as the ‘Red color’.

Deepika Tewari, Sanjay Kumar Srivastava in their paper[3] presented an algorithm for hand gesture recognition which is further used in Indian sign language recognition system. In their system, self organizing map (SOM) is used for classification purpose. In their approach, first of all the hand image is segmented by utilizing the pixel value for skin and background. Background is represented by the black color. Once the hand image is segmented then discrete cosine transform (DCT) is computed for hand region. 2-d DCT is used for this purpose. Computation of 2-D DCT involves two steps-

(i) Computing 1-D DCT for each row of the image.
(ii) Computing 1-D DCT for each column of the image.

After completion of DCT computing, next step is to apply Self Organizing Map (SOM) for classifying the hand gesture and hence the sign language. SOM is a kind of neural network which is also used to classify the data. It is a kind of unsupervised learning. This is advantageous as it doesn’t require manual intervention and this type of learning, little known facts about the input data is sufficient for training.

Kohonen self organizing map is commonly used for this very purpose. In their method, They have used single layer SOM which is feed forward neural network. Since it does not require any prior information about the data therefore it can be used for clustering the data without number of class.

Dhruba N. and Sudhir Rao Rupanagudi [17], suggested in hand gloves worn to recognize the sign language. They have used white color woollen hand gloves for better accuracy. Since in sign language each and every fingers
represent unique message therefore it is very important that each and every fingers must be segmented out clearly. In order to meet this requirement, they have modified the woollen hand gloves. For this purpose each finger in the glove is sown with different color. This makes it easy to segmented out each and every fingers clearly with the help of color based segmentation techniques. RGB and other color based approach is used for segmentation purpose.

Gaolin Fang, Wen Gao, and Debin Zhao in their paper[18] proposed a transition movement model for continuous sign language recognition task. They proposed this method for Chinese sign language recognition. In this method, first of all the sample of sign language is taken as input and fed to the feature extraction module then TMM training and recognition is performed. In the training phase, sign sample of the image is trained to the sign language model. This model then separate the sample into sign parts and transition parts. Temporal clustering algorithm is used to cluster the transition part. This procedure is iterated until the convergence criterion is met. Then in the next phase, with the help of viterbi search algorithm and TMM model is used for recognition purpose.

Sulochan M. Nadgeri, Dr. S.D.Sawarka in their paper[19] suggested Continuous Adaptive mean shift algorithm (CAMSHIFT) tracking algorithm. This algorithm is used to track the color object in video sequence. First of all the color image sequence of the video is represented as probability distribution with the help of color histogram. Since the video sequence is changed during the acquisition time continuously therefore adaptive nature of this algorithm is capable of capturing the dynamics in the sequence and hence track the sequence accurately. First of all input video is converted in to frames and then CAMSHIFT algorithm is applied to all the frames to find out the frame which covers maximum hand area under the scan window. The tracking is accomplished by following method-
(i) Select the starting location of search window.
(ii) Apply mean-shift operation and store the computed zeroth moment.
(iii) Set the size of search window to the value of zeroth moment obtained in step (ii).
(iv) Repeat step (ii) and (iii) till convergence is met.

Vasiliki E. Kosmidou, and Leontios J. Hadjileontiadis, in their paper[20] suggested electromyogram and 3-D accelerometer based sign language recognition system. In their method, five-channel surface electromyogram and 3-D accelerometer are used to get the data from the dominant hand of signer's. These data is then analysed using intrinsic mode entropy(IMEn) for recognizing the sign language. They have used this method for Greek sign language. Isolated signs are used for recognizing the sign language. Since gesture of the body is directly related to the hand movement therefore measurement of hand movement reflect the gesture of the body. This facts is the motivation behind exploring the possibility of using electro-mayogram and 3-D accelerated data for SL recognition. 3-D accelerometer here is used to capture the hand movement while the wrist and finger motion is obtained by corresponding muscles in the arm. With proper experimentation, placement, position and types of sEMG electrode can be determined which gives the optimum signal quality and hence gives the accurate discrimination for different kind of motions.

Joyeeta Singha, Karen Das in their work[21] proposed a Eigen values and Eigen vector based approach for sign language recognition. They have used this method for recognizing Indian sign language. In this approach, first of all, the hand portion up to the wrist is separated out from the hand segmented image and then feature extraction is carried out on this image. Segmented image up to the wrist image is taken and Eigen values and Eigen vector is computed. Once these feature is extracted from all the hand image then classification is carried out. Classification phase consist of two parts-
(i) Performing Euclidean Distance based classification
In the first part Euclidean is computed between Eigen vector of test image and Eigen vectors stored in database. Then we compute the pair which gives minimum Euclidean distance. If Eigen vector of test image is represented by $E_1$ and Eigen vector of database is represented by $E_2$ then the formula is given by

$$ED = \sqrt{\sum_{n=1}^{m} [E_1(n) - E_2(n)]^2}$$

(ii) Computing Eigen value weighted Euclidean distance

In this phase, Euclidean distance calculated above is multiplied by the difference between the Eigen values of test image and Eigen values of database image which is stored in variable $M$ as given below-

$$M = ED \times |E_{v1} - E_{v2}|$$

Here, $E_{v1}$ and $E_{v2}$ is Eigen value of test image and database respectively.

For each image, sum of the result is computed and added and then minimum of which is considered as the recognized symbol.

Dipak Kumar Ghosh, Samit Ari[22], proposed new algorithm for sign language recognition by applying K-means based Radial basis function neural network. Advantage of this method is that it is rotation invariants for gesture image. In this method first principal component of the hand segmented image is computed and then it is coincided with vertical axis. A feature based on localized contour sequences (LCS) is computed for classifying the hand gesture. Radial basis function neural network based on k-means clustering is used here for classifying the hand gesture from the set of LCS features. The shape of contour very important parameter which can be used to differentiate the hand gesture. Localized contour sequence is basically an effective way of representing the contour and hence is used in this method as feature.

For this purpose in this method first of all, edge image of the static hand need to computed and this job is done by the canny edge detector in this algorithm. Once the edge of the hand contour is computed then contour tracking algorithm is used to find and store the contour pixel. The arrangement of the contour pixel is different for different static hand gesture image. Classification job is accomplished by the radial basis function neural network.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the different algorithm and techniques used for recognizing the hand gesture. One of the vital application of hand gesture recognition is to identify the sign language. Sign language is one of the tool of communication for physically impaired, deaf and dumb people. Computer-human interaction and hence computer vision play very important role in this regard by capturing the sign language video and then recognizing the sign language accurately. From the above consideration it is clear that the vision based hand gesture recognition has made remarkable progress in the field of hand gesture recognition. One of the advantage of vision based method is that it can be implemented practically. In order to improve the efficiency of the hand gesture recognition and hence sign language recognition, more work need to be done in the field of feature extraction and classification.
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